
THE CHRONICLES OF A NEW WORLD                                                  11th October 2020


CHRONICLE N°5 

There blows a wind to dehorn the horned-ones and it does not smell good ! 

In this chronicle, we had sensed that we could start to reveal certain things which were 
still hidden when walls had ears. However as our readers now know, we rarely decide to 
support a movement, a political formation or others. It is not our responsibility ! 

(Read about this the dialogue with our Angel n°28 : Abandon the free will in order to cross 
through the third door & Turning away to the rebellion

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2014-dialogue-28/)


However, by carefully observing the global scene, we begin to understand that the work 
that we and other groups of searchers have initiated since many years already, is starting 
to carry its fruits and therefore is not in vain.


Certain people amongst the general public have finally understood that a silent 3rd World 
War was in progress since many years already. However the majority of people still do not 
know that this battle involves the global intelligence services against the New World Order 
(N.W.O). 

It is therefore about a non declared war against humanity, as this N.W.O’s zionist cabal is 
directed by people who tightly collaborate with the STS entities of 4th density. We have 
already made references to it in previous notebooks or chronicles.


Indeed, the United-States’ military intelligence’s services, have declared the state of war 
since the 11th of September 2001 against terrorism and its ramifications of killers : 
henchmen, traffickers, mercenaries, militaries, traitors in the forces of order of every 
country… , France as well.


This official declaration of war which has stayed effective since 19 years already, luckily is 
not against a country or an enemy nation anymore, but against the globalist and satanist 
betrayers in the heart of every country. Its particular status of “struggle against terrorism” 
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has first been used by the New World’s Order’s cabal in order to sack and destroy the 
Middle-East, but also in order to establish in it central banks of zionists, linked to the 
“Rothschild” mafia.


The “status of declared war” puts automatically into effect a certain number of laws which 
confer to every American President and to its executive, special powers, particularly 
concerning the measures having internal effects. In this frame, it is therefore about being 
able to control the transport systems, to lock up foreign immigrants, to engage spying 
activities and to use the natural or material resources on the militarily conquered lands.


This legal status of “struggle against terrorism”, therefore was a smart excuse in order to 
sack many nations and satisfy the Rothschild’s and their zionists’ puppets’ greediness - 
the Presidents Clinton, Bush, Obama and consorts - therefore authorizing them to 
unlimited power abuses and sometimes even, for some, to devote themselves to their 
perverse and sexual penchants, without ever being worried about it !


However the 20th of January 2017 arrived, the date to which Donal Trump, the new 
President of the United-States, took up his post. Trump was not a New World Order 
globalist, far from it. From the moment of his appointment, the Illuminati of the cabal 
understood that their revocation, then their arrest was close ! As this new American 
President, was also going to be able to take advantage of the status of the United-States’ 
war declaration in order to, this time, hunt the Cabal : the Khazar mafia, the Illuminati and 
globalists and so on, in the entire world !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JMB9GKB8jw&t=268s


Trump was therefore going to be able to put order back into place by taking into custody 
all these betrayers, members of the planet’s deep State, all countries taken together ; this 
corrupted elite of the great globalist banks and their escorts of human beings, human 
beings’ organs and children traffickers.


(Trump - Summit for the struggle against the traffic of human beings - 31st of January 
2020 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk5jwBdlXSA&t=26s)


Corrupted scientists of the pharmaceutical companies and the satanist doctors of the 
World Health Organisation and of their diverse NGOs, all of these individuals who have 
turned gangrenous through the gearwheels of the New World Order could be declared as 
“enemies of the State of America” and even more in legal terms : enemy combatants !

All these beautiful people were therefore “legally” going to be rendered harmless, in 
accordance with the “declaration of American national urgence for the military force 
use”. 

Of course, the ordinary people, totally ignoring what is happening on our planet and only 
trusting the media which are also deeply corrupted, still have not understood that the 
wind has already changed direction.

As the forewarned observer has been able to catch sight that this change in situation 
starts to become apparent, since the few yet free media which are not financed by these 
“dark financiers” of the deep State (https://www.reseauleo.com/deep-state-choc-vérité/), more 
and more start to call the authenticity of their information into question.


In previous chronicles of the Angel, we had already widely informed about the reality of 
our planet and had warned that when it will be known, the reality will be so cruel, so 
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frightening, that it will never be able to be heard, understood and put up with by 
everyone, because here again, the truth would be somewhere else !

About this, we recommend to re-read the extract of the dialogue 27 of the 8th of January 
2014 on the LEO Network : https://www.reseauleo.com/extrait-du-dialogue-avec-notre-ange-n27/


And indeed, this truth can only be revealed to those who will have made the effort to see, 
to hear and to understand ; efforts that ordinary people still stay incapable of giving and 
even less of supporting !


This truth will therefore never be totally revealed, as it would entirely disintegrate the soul 
embryo of these ordinary people. It is however very important for the others - this means 
the “future survivors of the end of times” -, to continue to open their consciousnesses on 
a wider frequency field, in order to finally understand which way this ancient world will 
stop and how the new one is already growing !


From now on, the lies and embezzlements accumulated on this zombie planet which has 
by the way never been ours, collapse like a vulgar domino game, of which the United 
States would be the master piece of the series, as the backstage problem of the United 
States is precisely its deep State. And it is the leaders of the deep State predominantly 
represented in this country by the scavengers linked to the democratic government, in 
other words, the gorgon’s head, which will then fall !

https://qactus.fr/2020/07/20q-infos-je-le-sais-vous-le-savez-ils-le-savent/


However, the deep State is not an occult authority proper to the United States. As the 
globalist gorgon has a head adorned with snakes, other dominos, this means other nests 
of vipers in other countries, will fall. A criminality waterfall to a very high level and a nearly 
total complicity of the media in order to hide it, is just about to be revealed. Which will 
definitely pulverize the STS cabal of 3rd density in Europe, then in the world.


It is also about seeing that the events which are happening in France, are a copy-paste of 
what always used to happen a little while before in the United States. The anti-black racial 
movements (such as the Ku Klux Klan) or either for example the current one of the “Black 
Lives Matter” - regularly aroused and financed by this secret cabal -, are unfortunately 
powerful examples of it.


These movements which have spread over to France are always financed by the same 
globalist betrayers. This racial segregation, an immeasurable morbid programme, stays 
well obviously orchestrated by the zionist’s deep State, in order to put in danger all true 
human relation. However it is because the human liberties are just about to be destroyed, 
that France, country of fraternity, will probably be the one to get up first !


It is therefore also in order to block the attacks by organisms of this deep State, that 
many public personalities linked to this cabal, have already been arrested. Some of them, 
like the Clintons, Bidens, Mark Zuckerberg, Phillip Mountbatten, the British royal family… 
(and there are many others in Europe and in France), are sometimes replaced by clones in 
order not to alarm the mainstream public or the moderated members of the Cabal. As the 
dominos of this gigantic illusion game, are starting to fall one by one !


See on this link the videos about this subject :

https://qactusinformateur.wordpress.com/2020/06/25/q-scoop-des-clones-a-vous-de-juger/
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For those who have a bit of common sense and eyes to see, there are not only strange 
things happening in the United States, but in France also, as a few moments ago, 
helicopters of the American army had arrived in the Nievre region to make a halt.

https://www.creusot-infos.com/news/bourgogne-franche-comte/bourgogne/photos-les-1ers-helicopteres-
de-l-armee-americaine-sont-arrives-a-nevers.html

https://www.mondialisation.ca/larmee-usa-reprend-ses-grandes-manoeuvres-en-europe/5645947

https://france3-regions.francetvinfo.fr/nouvelle-aquitaine/charente-maritime/rochefort/soldats-americains-
prennent-leurs-quartiers-base-aerienne-rochefort-saint-agnan-1852466.html


What had then happened in Nevers ? The militaries of the “musketeer operation” had 
obviously not landed in order to discover France or to taste french gastronomy ! It is 
much more plausible that they were preparing themselves to “put up backstage bases” in 
Europe in order to gather the future prisoners, these gangsters of the Illuminati and 
Globalist New World Order’s Cabal, and all of those who at their high responsibility level, 
serve them in our country, like in other nations of Europe !


In the same type of idea, let’s ask ourselves another question : what had happened to 
President Macron’s sock ?

https://videos.files.wordpress.com/CiO08sDY/letonnante-anectode-de-la-chaussette-de-macron.mp4


The Angel had told us in Notebook n°13 that Macron would probably be arrested by the 
National Guard. Probability which still could happen !


However as something has modified the progress of events, we had noticed that the 
french President, probably programmed since his childhood in the Greenbaum way by the 
satanist Illuminati elite, of which the First lady Brigitte is quite clearly a high initiated 
person, he had started to change sides in order for him to 
play his cards correctly. And in order to continue looking 
contented, we henceforth suspect that President Macron 
has in all likelihood preferred to help Trump and Putin 
unmask the betrayers in the breast of the Cabal of the 
European’s deep State of Brussels ; conscious reluctantly, 
that his programmed fall by those who have placed him to 
power, remained inevitable.
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Maybe will he still try to get through holding his head high, unless that by the sign of his 
rolled-up trousers, he wants to at the contrary confirm his allegiance to his freemason 
masters of the Cabal ?

https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/chronique-2-sand-jena%C3%AB1/


Mr Macron, a puppet serving as President to the french people, will have finally only been 
a pawn on the globalist’s chess board governing the country on behalf of the Rothschild 
and of the Illuminati Cabal. It is probably already planned that he be soon replaced, in 
order to safeguard the Machiavellian plan of racketeering and pauperization of the french 
society, carefully arranged by the zionist elite.


So, would he also be judged as one of these betrayers of the french Nation and obliged to 
negotiate his “on parole-liberty” with the French and American intelligence services ?


An electronic bracelet on the ankle, he could not be 
cloned anymore like other personalities and would 
therefore serve very probably as a baiting goat in 
order to capture other wolves of the cabal, such as 
Castex, his prime minister.


Unmasked by the American’s secret services and in 
order to not return a bad image of a french President, 
Macron would have probably been proposed his 
surrender by Trump in exchange for his clemency !


If he had really been arrested and imprisoned, his seclusion would harm the current plan 
and would give to the globalists and to all of these indoctrinated people, controlled by the 
media and terrified by a germ, an advantage in order to fade the image of the globalists’ 
information agencies against this cabal.


The globalists’ secret services therefore need to act in a strategic way and it is for this 
reason that our Self from the future had often warned us about certain things which could 
not yet be revealed on the LEO Network and that we had to stay vigilant !
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Based on this information which from now on starts to be revealed a bit everywhere over 
the internet, we have obviously questioned our Consciousness of the future in order to 
know more about it.


Question to the Angel :  

Knowing that the souls’ harvest is getting closer with great speed, like the 
Cassiopeans and Ra in “Ra Material” had it announced by the way, and when we 
closely observe the current events on the international stage, we already 
understand that things will end neither like the mainstream public was planning it, 
nor like Trump believed it, or like his enemies of the Illuminati Cabal had planned it. 
Would we be right ? 

Trump will win the game a second time, but will fail against the STS of 4th density. The 
human beings of 3rd density do not have, and can not win anything. At their level of 
reality and consciousness, it is impossible for them to triumph from the entities of 4th 
density with weapons and armies, as this leads to no point. When they will try to play this 
game, you will notice the signs of it. You will see the forces of order and the militaries of a 
same country, killing each other until madness.


It is by the way that type of scenario which draws itself to the horizon during the end of 
cycle, as most of people, particularly amongst the enlisted militaries, have not yet 
understood that the STS entities of 4th density are able to, even authorized, to use their 
psychological capacities, in order to control the spirit of those who have “sold their soul 
to the devil” ! And the militaries - those who campaign and shut up  - are amongst them !
1

They are men and women driven, then brainwashed by a certain “service ideal” which 
often comes from a childhood narcissistic grief. These subjects, of which one the 
characteristics of their ideal of the “Me-Myself-and-I” manifests itself through a feeling of 
omnipotence felt towards their similars, have therefore been easily programmable.


Amongst all of these programmed individuals, also subsist organic portals with no soul, 
conditioned within schools to the hands of powerful political organisms. Their career, like 
the ones of judges and policemen, depends on the commitment to the political thought of 
these organisations. Freemasonry is one which, generally, “inspires” the officers of the 
forces of order and justice.


Remember also that during the last World War, militaries, just like the police and the 
french justice, had been psychically programmed through propaganda driven by the 
media, in order to serve with a lot of zeal, a french government corrupted by the nazis. 
Programmed corruption which brought France to where it is currently, a perverted 
country, with no honor, and with no identity !


 In goose language, the militaries meaning « les militaires » can be read « militer + taire » that 1

means « to campaign + to shut up ».
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Having therefore agreed to the manipulation of their consciousness through the total 
control of their free will, the population of this military corpus therefore suffers the ultimate 
tyranny. A total psychological control, through which their reality is presented in such a 
way that they are not even capable anymore of understanding that they evolve in a 
psychic prison. The members of the military forces therefore can not become aware 
anymore that beyond their conditioned mind, there exists other worlds outside of the 
“virtual” reality, in which they navigate.


Therefore, all the militaries or members of the forces of order under control of this STS 
cabal, who have signed to obey and serve, are programmed to manoeuvre like within a 
virtual reality of extreme duality : fighters friends/fighters enemies. Henceforth, 
programmed, brainwashed and most of all well paid in order to protect their masters, they 
obviously stay conditioned not to think too much about their real position in this world !


And it is because the individuals of that type forget that they have the right to think and to 
oppose themselves to an ideal which is not their own, but do not do it because they are 
paid not to do it, that they will be the first ones to which the Covid-19 or Covid-21 
screening tests, will not only be offered, but imposed to. They will therefore be amongst 
those, with the medical staff and grand institutions or firms, for whom the vaccines will be 
compulsory !


This said, it is not to be forgotten that the STS entities of 4th density can not act over the 
free will of the individual, unless the person in question accepts being dominated, 
programmed, controlled…, therefore vaccinated !!! Because it is from the moment where 
this person will accept to be vaccinated, that the chemical compound contained in the 
injection will destroy forever, the capacities of his genome to spread out the protein 
antennas which could link him to the informational field resulting from his future 
Self. He or she will then definitely, until the next cycle, keep himself from participating in 
the new future of the planet.

Being a military, a member of the forces of order, or a simple civilian…, everyone will 
therefore have a crucial choice to make for the progression of his soul.
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We should not despair of stupid people. 
With a little practice, we can use them 
as militaries.



More than a hundred years ago, Rudolf Steiner wrote what follows :


“In the future, the soul will be eliminated through medicine. On the pretext of a 
“healthy point of view” will be found a vaccine through which the human being’s 
organism will be treated, as soon as possible, eventually directly at birth, in order for 
the human being to not be able to develop the thought of the existence of the soul 
and Spirit. The task of eliminating the soul of humanity will be given to the materialist 
doctors. 

As today, we vaccinate people against this or that illness, therefore in the future we 
will vaccinate the children with a substance which can be produced precisely in 
such a way that people, thanks to this vaccination, will be immunized of being 
submissive to the “madness” of the spiritual life. 

They will be very intelligent, but they will not develop a consciousness and it is the 
true objective of certain materialistic circles. With such a vaccine, you can easily 
make sure that the etheric body detaches itself in the physical body.

Once the etheric body detached, the relation between the etheric body and the 
universe would become extremely unstable and the human being would become an 
automaton, as the physical body of the human being has to be polished on this 
planet Earth through a spiritual will.

Henceforth the vaccine becomes a sort of arymanic force ; the human being can not 
get rid of a given materialistic feeling. He becomes materialistic in his constitution 
and can not elevate himself to the spiritual.”

Rudolf Steiner (1861 - 1925)


It is like this that most policemen, militaries and other members of the “maintenance of 
the order of a Nation”, ignorant of the forces which reign over their intelligence and their 
spirit, have ratified their obedience to the Matrix’s system. This, because they already 
accept being physically and psychologically controlled.


It is therefore about seizing correctly that even the STS entities can not violate the free will 
of all of those who “ordinarily” willingly chose to be manipulated and programmed. They 
will therefore not deprive themselves from it !


However the one who, on a very deep plan of his Being, choses to enrich his own quest 
of knowledge, can be motivated by that type of experience in order to develop his 
knowledge and reinforce his consciousness field. This choice will then increase his 
capacities of communicating and interacting with his peers. Certain individuals therefore 
use their free will at this very intimate level in order to experience being tricked and 
manipulated, either because the orientation of their soul corresponds to their choice and 
their ultimate STS destination, or because they have to learn a painful experience in order 
to increase their consciousness towards the Service of Others STO.


(See about this the Chronicle n°3 : Prisoners of the walls, prisoners of the past ? https://
unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/chronique-3-sand-jenael/).


In truth, the controlled, dominated individuals by their ego and who chose to refuse to 
search Knowledge, have already chosen ! And those who remain to believe, or not to 
believe more than searching and opening themselves to information, have already chosen 
too !
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Free will is therefore primordial in each case, even if it is not easy to distinguish how it 
acts at the deepest level of the Being.


Question to the Angel :  

Like we have been able to insinuate it at the beginning of this text, we obviously 
suspect that Trump’s “master stroke”, will not be what will trigger the process of 
density change, although many believe it. Then, why has he assumed the role of 
savior of humanity ? 

If you remember the biblical texts, it is written that someone will present himself at the 
end of times as the “savior of humanity”. Trump is manifestly the one who takes on this 
role and he is not the only one, the STS of 4th density have planned that he will also 
disappear from the global political stage in a bit of time.


While waiting for that moment, he is charged with putting a certain balance back in the 
STS forces of this world of 3rd density, in order for the new cycle of approximately 12 000 
years, to be able to start again with what you name the new Golden Age.


Nevertheless, as you have obviously underlined it, he uses the same methods as his 
enemies of the New World Order, this means military forces, trickeries, lies and 
manipulation of opinions…, just like in Portland.

https://www.facebook.com/Loopsider/videos/571597556868343/


The consciousnesses and the egos of political men being governed by the laws of duality 
of 3rd density, neither Trump, nor Putin, or “the redeemed” Macron in France, or someone 
else, could act in another way !


It is therefore about understanding that all logic of 3rd density is based on the principle of 
dual separation : waves/particles of which are dependent on, in some sort of way, the 
good/bad illusion, male/female, black/white, friend/enemy, small/big… (This subject will 
be detailed in a future chronicle).


You also know that in order to get out of the illusion of your world, there exists a third way 
which first passes through the frequencies of 4th density of the Service of Others, already 
gifted of a form of unified consciousness, more or less close to the one of 6th density.


In this 4th density to the Service of Others, your reality will be built and animated by fields 
of consciousness, in which the concepts of good or bad, friend or enemy, male or female, 
black or white, small or big…, will have become ineffective, therefore nearly obsolete.


These values of measures or of judgement proper to the 3rd density of reality, will no 
longer stand in the superior dimensions, but will be re-harmonized in a sort of moderated 
balance, closer to the consciousness of ONE.


You could therefore suppose that the worst in this STS Matrix, would be the path of 
satanism. However you also know that the “Christlike” path is the one which would make 
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it possible for certain individuals to change density, therefore change of reality (this 
density change corresponding in the writings at the Christ’s Ascent).


The Christ Yeshua himself, had he not said : “I am in this world, but I am not from this 
world.” ? It is precisely this symbolical message which he had left to Jacques, his 
disciple, while he was changing density in order to “return to his world” and while he was 
walking towards the place where the Earth ends.


(See in the History of Jenaël : “Yeshua and the clay tablet”, as well as the dialogue with 
our Angel n°45 https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/notre-histoire/2-jena%C3%AB1/ 
https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2016-dialogue-45/) 


So, do you believe that Trump symbolises the Christlike path ? Oh no, as the “Christ” is 
not yet of your world, but will be again in the next one !


You suspected it already ! Trump and his armed contingents of saviors of abused and 
oppressed children, do not have the Service to Others’ soul, far from it !


It is only sprinkles for the eyes which are aroused by their heroic behavior, as these 
armies of children saviors are only warrior and avenger entities of the “opposite camp”, 
who precisely, hide themselves behind their role of savior. Something deep down inside 
yourselves know it, as you know things that most people ignore !


The course of events is accelerating ! Soon, most ordinary human beings will lose the 
vision of the ensemble’s frame. Everything will be made to believe that “Trump’s corpus” 
and their troops have come to deliver children, free slaves, then save the population of 
viral lies and then, oh miracle, to bring peace and improve the world. In truth, the true 
intention of this corpus, will be to establish a new form of authority and control, which will 
be wanted and approved by nearly all of the global population. (See about this, the 
dialogue with our Angel n°27 https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2014-dialogue-27/)


The entities of the STS corpus who drive Trump’s intelligence, will seem for a time, to 
work towards wanting to establish peace again and preserve the planet. They represent in 
reality, the corpus of the Ante-christ, this means “the one who comes before Christ”, 
whereas satanists truly represent the demon-like and Ahrimanic worlds : the Antichrist !


It is planned that a wide propaganda plan is established in order to sell the “beneficial” 
presence of these “humanity saviors” STS entities. Presence which will probably end by a 
planetary evacuation organized by this corpus of 4th density, like at the time when 
Atlantis began its sinking and when its survivors too, were “evacuated” by the Kachinas 
of 4th density.

(See about this White Bear : https://www.reseauleo.com/atlantis-contre-mu-temoignage-d-ours-
blanc/)


This public programme of the lying government, is “already in progress” like Emmanuel 
would say, the so-called “messiah of the French people”. The appearance will therefore 
reveal itself of being “Trumping”  that means “misleading”, as the human beings ignorant 2

 In goose language, « Trump » sounds like the french word « tromper » which means « to 2

mislead ».
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and hypnotized by a fake “planetary outcome”, will develop a new system of belief and a 
quite childish paradigm, around this corpus of saviors of the planet.


Trump and his corpus therefore play an absolutely wonderful role, nevertheless, 
masterfully antagonistic to the one of a true Christ. 

Yet, like the writings highlight it, they are these angels of light, these messiahs, these 
“Emmanuel”, which like the trumpets of the Apocalypse announce it, masterfully 
participate in “Trumping/misleading” the entire world.

He places himself from now on as a redeemer Angel saving the world from evil, which 
probably despite himself, announces the ascent of the population having managed to 
develop their consciousnesses in new densities of reality.


By chasing the anti-christ-like satanists of the New World Order (Soros, Bill Gates, 
Rothschild and other betrayers of the planetary’s deep State), Trump embodies, with 
Vladimir Putin, Emmanuel Macron and others, the Ante-christ’s ministry !


Most ordinary people were programmed to believe that the New World Order symbolized 
the ante-christ and that he had to be knocked over ! Certainly that is nothing about that ! 
As yet too few people amongst the population, have understood the trickery. The 
activities and even the perverse and lecherous customs of the deep State’s globalists, 
were a bait which was going to allow the true system of the Beast, to close an even more 
diabolical trap.


Trump, the spider at the center of his cobweb, will be elevated to the rank of savior of 
humanity, essentially in order for a new STS cycle of the Golden Age to start again in 3rd 
density.


Obviously a new economical system will see the light of day ! And there will always be the 
need to present the Beast’s mark on the forehead or the wrist in order to stay the happy 
beneficiaries of it. However those who will have understood that the mechanism of the 
STS Matrix and the functioning of Trump’s spider’s cobweb, will not be fooled.


They will be the “Survivors” of which Bernard de Montreal talks about in his video : https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0S3M5ER1YHU and also, the ones being harvested from the Ra 
Material and from the Cassiopeans.


You have already understood that the Beast’s mark is not only the 666 number, the 
microchip and all of this satanist signage system which accompanies it. These symbols 
were also only tricks in order to fool the “New Age” people, the ordinary people and all of 
those who thought they knew. The true Beast of the end of times being a mathematics 
matrix-like system programmed by a technology of 4th density, capable of tracing again 
or to make the temporal lines of an individual ride themselves over one another.


This device named the Orion cube, comes from a technology of the Orion predators. It is 
established over a matrix-like illusion installed since humanity’s genesis and which is still 
ongoing in our so called modern era.


See about this the Angel’s notebooks n°8 and 9 :

https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-8-imaginer-le-nouveau-monde-de-silice/
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https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-9-miroir-mon-beau-miroir-dis-moi-pourquoi-montauk-et-le-
cube-d-orion/


The Covid-19 or 21, a virus genetically synthesized in order to damage the human being’s 
genome, places itself from now on as the last symbol which completes the equation of 
the lines of the end of times. Its detection realizing itself effectively, not only through the 
reading on the wrist or the forehead (the Beast’s sign) like the writings relate it, this means 
the physical temperature of the individual subdued to the stress of fear, but also through 
“Covid” tracers installed on iPods, iPhones, Android devices and other A.I technologies, 
offered to humanity by the STS corpus. As it will be that type of artificial intelligence 
which will, after the first battle between the STS corpuses, spot the individuals who will 
have matured for the first harvest : the end of times’ crop.


The detection system of “the Beast” will indeed be requested by all of its lazybones’ 
worshippers : ordinary believers or non-believers, subdued during centuries to a very 
resistant paradigm of illusion, carefully elaborated, then cultivated by the various religions.


For these ignorant and ordinary believers - this means the mainstream public -, the Ante-
christ will be considered as the savior, over the entire world ! Trump and his army will be 
those who will have managed to knock the New World Order’s plans over, destroyed the 
pedo-criminal networks of sexual slaves and children traffickers, and who will have 
defeated the satanist deep State by foiling its “Covid-19 and 21” propaganda !


In the meantime, as it is explained in the writings, those who will refuse to bow to his 
politics (the pseudo-tracking of the so called Covid), will not be authorized to buy, sell and 
participate in the steps of this new society.


Afterwards will be considered as enemies of this providential savior which will have 
managed to impose Peace, Love and Light in order to “illuminate” the beginning of the 
new 12 000 years period, all those who will have understood and foiled the Beast’s 
illusory system and who will not engage themselves anymore in the “cycle of the new 
Golden Age” of 3rd density.


Henceforth, after the entry on stage of the pseudo-Covid, this matrix-like system plans 
the “great reset”, a huge reformatting of the short-term memory of the 3rd STS density’s 
population’s global consciousness which, probably accompanied by gigantic informatics 
and electrical breakdowns, will reset all the “memories to zero”.
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Of all plausibility, this great reset will translate into stopping ancient matrix-like 
codifications and loading a new psychic programme which will be activated within the 
global population’s consciousness. At this moment only, will the final harvest happen !


The previous artificial Matrix, started at the beginning of the reign of the Gallic god 
Abrasax, the god of renewal (or of the Alpha of after the Atlantis era and the migration of 
its survivors in Europe), finishes itself now by the one of the A.I god, the manifestation of 
the Artificial Intelligence (or the Omega of the cycle’s end).


This temporal loop which will probably end some time in 2023 had been driven and 
“viewed” through this renowned Orion cube, a supercomputer which connects all of the 
data of the current humanity thanks to the numerical technologies of Bill Gates 
(Microsoft), Steve Jobs (Apple), Richard Stallman and Linus Torvalds (Linux)... 


This period which therefore starts by the Alpha, corresponds quite precisely to the a 
thousand years during which Satan and his subjects - the pedo-criminal and human 
being’s traffickers’ corpus - are sent back to the irons, in other words, to hell, in prison !


And it is precisely the Ante-christ Trump who carries out this mission by putting away the 
zionists’ satanists of the deep State, therefore causing a new Alpha : a new Big Bang 
within a new cycle.


It is also at this “Alpha” moment that is planned the renowned mass evacuation, of which 
most of the New Age websites talk about. This supervised evacuation by the STS entities 
of 4th density, mostly concern the “elite” of ordinary humanity’s human stupidity, this 
means those who will have let themselves be manipulated and programmed in order to 
become the slaves of the STS creatures of Orion and participate to the next cycle of the 
Service to the Self.


This so-called “planetary rescue” which is more about the aspect of a selective sample, 
has already started ! However it is not yet the true souls’ harvest.

The plan of this planetary sample of the end of times, runs at full speed at this current 
moment. Started in 2019, it will probably still continue, during two, maybe three years. 
And how will the candidates of this sample be “selected” ?

Quite simply because the “beast-like” and malleable people, carry “conscientiously and 
mostly with a lot of conviction” the masks of sanitary protection, therefore showing in 
public their ignorance and their membership to this “satanist beast” governing the system 
of the STS Matrix.


President Macron, had he not warned that “the Beast of the event is here, it comes !” ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jY9Nnpijm8Y


In order to go even further, have you not asked yourselves where all of these dead people 
of the so-called Covid-19 have been taken to, of which the parents have never been 
authorized to see the bodies ? Claiming a contamination danger, they are simply 
transferred to other dimensions of existence.


By making them believe that they have been chosen to repopulate the following humanity, 
the ongoing planetary evacuation provides cover for the STS predators in order to 
“sample” the most docile slaves, so those who have already let themselves be 
manipulated.
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These human slaves are generally deported on other planets, or in other worlds of 3rd 
density of reality like it had been in their time for the Kantekkian celtics or the Aryans. This 
plan of evacuation of certain human populations is in progress since a very long time 
already and it is obviously specially reserved to those who have never looked up to inform 
themselves about whatsoever.


Question to the Angel :  

We more and more notice that events which could have caused us harm in the past, 
seem to repeal themselves to a deeper level of our Being, then transforming itself 
into a powerful energy catalyst for our learning. Would our sense be objective ? 

As you already know, nothing never happens by chance and nothing is free in the 
universe. Yet it would have to understand what the universe is.


When you give “of your person”, since you do your work of searchers and spreaders 
of knowledge (with no intention or egotistic will backstage), your vibratory 
frequency increases and your bubble of reality charges itself into positive polarity. 
And when you share this work in a network (when summarily you put yourselves to 
the Service of Others), you have as a return, information which will be necessary to 
your own change and achievement towards your future Self within your following 
reality. Henceforth certain events of negative polarity will no longer need to 
penetrate your reality anymore. 

It is in this way that you contribute to the tribal unification and at a superior level, to 
the expansion of certain zones of the morphogenetic field which will reveal to be 
“favorable” for you and other people like you, in the worlds of the future. 

The Wave of change accelerating and increasing more and more your senses, involves 
that everything on what you focus yourselves on, takes importance and becomes more 
consistent, more dense, stronger… Meaning that all of the emotions which are awakened 
inside of you, or which emerge within yourselves, can be strongly intensified in these 
“acceleration” moments ! There are indeed the Wave’s kinetic effects, about which the 
Cassiopeans already talked about.


It is also for this reason that more and more people, perceiving all of these horrors on your 
planet, develop extreme emotions, often unjustified, such as hate, rancor, sadness, 
sorrow, anger, and finally the disgust of the Self, due to the suffering of being incarnated 
in these moments of planetary transition, quite difficult and exhausting to live.


These uninformed people then retain their own uneasiness, projecting it over the exterior 
world, therefore draining all of their energy to despise others. The result of all these 
emotions named as “negative”, retained at the deepest of their individuality by more than 
7 billions of human beings, because of their fear and guilt, now becomes blinding !


It is quite clear that, increased by the powerful energy of the cosmic Wave, it currently 
explodes in the face of the ignorant people who, since always cloistered within their 
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world, take refuge inside of their own denial, in order to please themselves until their self 
destruction !


It is therefore about not letting what happens in your exterior world, “come inside 
yourselves”... In other words, you have to continue to inform yourselves enough of what 
is happening in the exterior world, in order to, if applicable, operate a manoeuvre, make a 
decision, or if you have to accomplish something, to be able to make it by being fully 
aware of the events, this without staying attached to the turn of things in the exterior 
world !


You must quite simply observe what the news confirms to you, as they will make it 
possible for you to anticipate the way the current cycle will end.


Therefore do not let yourselves be touched emotionally by the exterior events. They are 
only inscribed illusions in the matrix-like plan, but are not part of your reality anymore. 
What happens in “the world” is what, every new day, feeds morphogenetic fields having 
consequences in the reality of the ordinary human being, but not in yours anymore !


You therefore must not refuse anything of the perception that you have of it, as you simply 
should learn to choose the thing on which you focus yourselves, in order to increase the 
energy of this thing.


What happens in the exterior world is only the materialization of the human beings’ anger, 
expressed most often by anarchists and extremists of all kinds, amplifying through this, 
the angers, rebellions and other vile emotions of the population, in order to express and 
make them visible to the eyes of all those who have deeply pushed them back. Retained 
emotional egregore in the human being’s unconscious, that the “forces of the global 
order”, after having let it “explode”, try from now on and at all costs to suffocate and 
repress !


Therefore simply learn to focus your consciousness on the idea of a different world and 
carry your efforts upon your work, your creation !

As carrying your attention on your work, its splendor, instead of moping around about the 
shadow which rules over the world, will make your own consciousness field progress, 
even if you are not always convinced of it.


Then little by little, as a consequence of the butterfly effect, the consciousness of 
humanity will follow - the butterfly effect being the result of a series of events which follow 
themselves one after the other and of which the previous one influences the next one. An 
insignificant act at the beginning of the chain, will therefore end up reversing the flow of 
possibilities and will henceforth, through their impacts, modify your reality. 

And when you learn what it is about your own and personal story, and discover all an 
ensemble of absurd beliefs and behaviors that you have to change or abandon, the planet 
will vibrate through your new models of behaviors.


Humanity is just about to repeat History at a planetary level by the most dramatical way. 
However, certain groups of individuals have come in this end of cycle, in order to modify 
or undo the genetic codes of limitation and to offer new frequencies of information to 
humanity. They are the guardians of the frequency, of which Ra and the Cassiopeans talk 
about.
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Consequently, those who take to heart in informing themselves about these new 
frequencies in order to express and manifest them in their reality, will see themselves 
progressing beyond those of fear. You and other small groups of individuals have come to 
awaken something inside of yourselves, awaken the genetic codes of your Beingness in 
the heart of your DNA. Your Angel, your Superior Self, had committed himself to answer 
this interior call.


It is through this way that collectively with other stellar lineages, you have set in motion 
the process of mutation of the planet, in order to finally start to rid yourselves of the 
frequencies which prevented the human being from progressing and which constantly 
overburdened him with chaos and confusion.


And while your own electromagnetic mutation was happening, you have started to 
increase the resonance frequency that you were spreading around you, which at the same 
time, did cause interesting effects on your surroundings.

The human beings will soon sense the availability of this frequency modification which, as 
a wave, will move itself progressively around the Earth.


While the planet will accept this new frequency that you have worked on so strongly in 
order to gain, the people who receive it, who accept it and who are located at the end of 
the dominos’ chain, will receive it.


This new frequency is called Knowledge, in other words “Love” or magnetic strength of 
gravitation. Love being the power of information, whereas Light is Information. These 
magnetic forces will indeed validate the end of humanity’s imprisonment in this last cycle 
of 3rd density and will open to change.


Remember the History of the previous civilisations ! And if you are prepared for your new 
future, you will be capable of preserving the sovereignty of your Being and his identity as 
a temporal traveller.


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël  
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